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Putting Students at the Center - A Reference Guide 
A renewed focus on rigorous standards and high 
expectations for all students is intersecting with 
increasing disparities in social mobility, income, and 
education. When we think about our country’s future, 
we need to consider how we can do more to prepare 
today’s students to meet future challenges. For our 
society to thrive in the 21st century, our students 
need to graduate ready to succeed in college and the 
workplace and to contribute to their communities 
as informed citizens. Yet far too many young people 
are not developing the knowledge and skills needed 
to succeed in a rapidly changing world, evident in 
the troubling gaps in achievement and high school 
completion along racial and income lines and the 

alarmingly high rate of remediation among students graduating high school and 
entering post-secondary. Although many organizations and individuals are working to 
close these skills gaps, our society at large continues to tolerate the large racial, ethnic, 
and income-based disparities in the educational experiences and outcomes of our 
youth.

Full report

The Shifting Paradigm of Teaching:  Personalized Learning 
According to Teachers
The structure and expectations of the current education 
system make it nearly impossible for teachers to equip 
students with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions to be 
prepared for and continue to adapt to new employment 
opportunities. However, across the country,

teachers, schools, and districts recognize that we cannot 
accept this as a continuing reality and have initiated 
fundamental shifts in their practice by personalizing 
instruction for each student. Personalized learning requires a 
different school and learning design than what exists in most 
traditional classrooms as well as a teacher-led paradigm shift 
for their profession.

Full report

http://WWW.CAPSS.ORG
http://www.capss.org/uploaded/2014_Redesign/Leadership_Development/Student-Centered_Learning_NEWSLETTERS/25_july-25-2016/NMEF_sclreframeweb.pdf?1469727946716
http://www.capss.org/uploaded/2014_Redesign/Leadership_Development/Student-Centered_Learning_NEWSLETTERS/25_july-25-2016/teacher-conditions.pdf?1469728081210
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Will Eliminating the “F” Eliminate Bad School Design?
The dreaded “F” is going out of vogue 
in schools. The Washington Post 
article, “Is it becoming too hard to 
fail?”, chronicled a host of K-12 school 
systems that are moving away from the 
age-old tradition of failing students 
whose work doesn’t cut it, in hopes of 
keeping students motivated and on the 
road toward graduation.

Full article

iNacol Webinar: Assessment for Learning Project: 
Rethinking Assessments for Deeper Learning

Join this webinar to learn about the crucial 
role assessment plays in the learning 
process. Help inform and develop models 
of assessment and accountability, models 
of teacher capacity building, and the use 
of technology to create student-centered 
learning. On Wednesday, August 10, 
2016 from 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. ET, the 

International Association for K-12 Online Learning (iNACOL) is hosting a Leadership 
webinar to highlight ways in which the Assessment for Learning Project is rethinking 
assessments to support deeper learning.

More info/register

Teachers At Work Six Exemplars of Everyday Practice   
What do teaching and learning actually look like in student-
centered schools? In visits to six such schools, Barbara Cervone and 
Kathleen Cushman observed a range of proven models for enacting 
student-centered learning that are raising academic achievement 
for underserved populations.

Executive Summary

Full Report

http://WWW.CAPSS.ORG
http://www.christenseninstitute.org/will-eliminating-the-f-eliminate-bad-school-design/
http://www.inacol.org/event/assessment-for-learning-project-rethinking-assessments-for-deeper-learning/
http://www.capss.org/uploaded/2014_Redesign/Leadership_Development/Student-Centered_Learning_NEWSLETTERS/25_july-25-2016/Exec_Cervone_Cushman_032312.pdf?1469728212701
http://www.capss.org/uploaded/2014_Redesign/Leadership_Development/Student-Centered_Learning_NEWSLETTERS/25_july-25-2016/Teachers_at_Work_0.pdf?1469728242482
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Looking Under the Hood of Competency-Based Education:
The Relationship Between Competency-Based Education Practices and Students’ 
Learning Skills, Behaviors, and Dispositions

Competency-based education (CBE), an approach to 
instruction that places emphasis on what students 
learn and master rather than how much time they 
spend in school, is gaining popularity nationwide.  
CBE encompasses a range of practices and policies 
that vary across settings, but it typically includes 
the following features: 

• Specific Learning targets for what students 
should know and be able to do to get credit. 

• Assessment, support, and a monitoring of 
individual students’ progress as they work 
toward meeting these targets.

• Requirements that students demonstrate 
mastery of competencies before they can 
earn credit and advance.

• Flexible pacing and progression (both extended or accelerated).

CBE settings offer students greater opportunities for personalized learning, autonomy, 
flexibility, and responsibility for their own learning, which are theorized to contribute 
to improved learning behaviors (Patrick & Sturgis, 2013).

This study focused on two questions:

1.   How do school policies and classroom practices differ between 
competency-based educations and comparative school: (See Section 1, p 
9-21).

2.   What are students’ experiences of competency-based education and how 
are these experiences related to changes in learning capacity over time? 
(See Section 2, p 22-30).

Full report

http://WWW.CAPSS.ORG
http://www.capss.org/uploaded/2014_Redesign/Leadership_Development/Student-Centered_Learning_NEWSLETTERS/25_july-25-2016/CBE-Study-Full-Report.pdf?1469728293213
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Can ‘Micro-Credentialing’ Salvage Teacher PD?

As an emerging professional development strategy, educator micro-credentials 
enable our public education to continuously identify, capture, recognize and share 
their best practices so all teachers can hone their existing skills and learn new ones.  
Micro-credentialing also provides educators with a way to gain validate recognition 
for the skills and competencies they learn throughout their careers.  The system allows 
educators to submit evidence, have it reviewed by experts and peers, and earn digital 
certification of specific competencies.

Full article
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